
CLASS 3ème – part 01     WWW.ONYOURMARK.ORG
information from Wings 4è (characters, places, actions…) 

Tick the correct answer. If there are two or three correct answers, it is mentioned in brackets (2 answers)

1. Bridget, Paula and James live in  London  Brighton  Southampton  Plymouth
2. James is  American  French  English  Australian
3. Alex is  American  French  English  Australian
4. Bridget and Paula   are still at school  study at university  work in a restaurant
5. Bridget’s father is   a journalist           a shop assistant       a windsurfing teacher  a lifeboatman
6. Brighton is situated  by the seaside       in the mountains      in Wales                      in Ireland
7. Bridget, Spencer, Keith… form the Zapper  Club  Family    Team  Friends
8. Their garage was dirty and old-fashioned, so they     sold it     painted it  abandoned it
9. There was an accident :
 Alex hit Spencer  Alex stepped into a pot of black paint  Paula bumped her head on the door
10. At the restaurant the waiter was  friendly  unfriendly  slow  fast (2 answers)
11. Finally  they wanted to eat  they didn’t want to eat
12. They invented an excuse :      Keith was ill  Jo had to come home  they forgot their money
13. In the small ads, there were :  a guitar  a sports car  an aquarium  a flat  job offers (3 answers)
14. On the beach on the night of the accident, the young couple was spotted by :
 policemen  lifeboatmen  a man walking his dog  a woman running
15. They were rescued by  Bridget’s uncle  Spencer’s cousin  Spencer’s father  Bridget’s father

SCORE :        / 15

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CLASS 3ème – part 02
Grammar activities

Auxiliaries 
1. Bridget _______ 17 years old.
2. I _______   _______ years old.
3. Paula is still at school. So _______ Bridget.
4. Alex comes from abroad*. So _______ Spencer. (* abroad : étranger)
5. Spencer can’t fly* a plane. Neither _______ I. (* to fly : piloter)
6. Keith has got plenty of CDs. So _______ we.
7. Last year, Jo visited Canada. So _______ Spencer.
8. Two years ago, James saw New York . But I _______.
9. We will go to Paris this year, _______ we ?
10. Look ! They _______ painted the bookcase green. It looks lovely now !

SCORE :        / 10

Prepositions  - you must use all prepositions once : in – on – at – from – off – by – for – about – after – between
1. The scene takes place ___________ Scotland.
2. The lake is situated ___________ the village and the mountains.
3. Do you live ___________ the seaside ?
4. Paula often looks ___________ young children to get pocket money.`
5. Spencer comes ___________ the United States.
6. The meeting at the garage was ___________ Saturday 26th September ___________ 2.30.
7. The book I’m reading is ___________ the Second World War.
8. Are you looking ___________ an idea for the weekend ? Here’s one : go to the seaside !
9. Can you turn ___________ the light please ? I’d like to sleep now.

SCORE :        / 10


